
Read! Spell! Do! Level 1 samples

Read! Spell! Do! 8 levels with 2,160 cards in total. Still relatively unknown but 
wildly popular among users. 540 different verbs, 180 different adjectives, 90 
different adverbs (2 different cards for each adverb), where else can you get such 
a game? There is also a playing board with a copy of the rules on it.

Level 1 can be used once students are able to blend and segment words using 
only the alphabet sounds. Level 1-1 mostly uses words of just 1 or 2 syllables, 
with Level 1-2 using some multi-syllable words and double consonants.

90 cards to each pack at 1,500 yen per pack.

6 packs available in Levels 1-1 and 1-2:
Read! L1 P1
Read! L1 P2
Spell! L1 P1
Spell! L1 P2
Do! L1 P1
Do! L1 P2







Read! L1 P1 and P2: key words and sentences
Africa: It's an African from Africa.
album: It's a pink wedding album.
American: An American has a flag.
ant: An ant is an insect.
anthill: An ant is in an anthill.
ax: A man and an ax split a log.
bag: It's a kid's bag.
Band. A man is drumming in a band.
bank: A bad man robs a bank.
basket: 2 kittens sit in a basket.
bat: It's a big black bat.
bed: A dog is on a bed.
bell: Santa is ringing a big bell.
Bin. A man is sitting in a bin.
Blanket. A blanket is on a bed.
blend: A kid is blending a drink.
box: A pet cat is in a box.
boxing: A pink pig is boxing.
Brazil. Brazil is big and hot.
bug: A bug is in a bed.
Bus stop. A kid is standing at a bus stop.
bus: A bus is at a bus stop.
Cabin. A man rents a cabin.
Cactus. A cactus is in a pot.
camp: A rabbit is camping.
Cannon. A stuntman is in a cannon.
cap: A red cap is on a big dog.
cat: A cat is in a can.
clock: Tick tock it's a clock.
crab: A red crab nips a man.
cup: A cup is in a hand.
cut: A dog is cutting grass.
dad: His Dad picks him up.
Daffodil. A bug is in a daffodil.
Dentist. A dentist is drilling.
Desk. A fox is sitting at his desk.
dig: A dog is digging.
dog: It's a big bad dog.
dots: A pink dress has red dots on it.
Dress. It's a long wedding dress.



duck: A duck is swimming in a pond.
Dump. A truck is dumping sand.
Dust. A lass is dusting a lamp.
egg : An egg is in a pan.
Eggplant. It's a red eggplant.
Elf. An elf is helping Santa.
Elk. An elk is living in Finland.
empress: It's an empress from Japan.
Experiment. It's a lab experiment.
fan: It's a fantastic electric fan.
festival: It's a festival in Brazil.
Fix. A man is fixing a clock.
flag: It's a flag from Japan.
fox: A fox is hunting a hen.
Frisking. A cop is frisking a man.
frog: A frog is hopping.
gas pump. It's a man and a gas pump.
gas: A man is pumping gas.
get: A dog gets as stick.
glass: It's milk in a glass.
goblin. A goblin sits on a pumpkin.
gorilla: It's a big strong gorilla.
gum: It's a gum stick in a packet.
hand: 2 kids stand hand-in-hand.
hat: A pink hat is on at cat.
Help. Help! Jon cannot swim.
hen: A hen is sitting on an egg.
heron. A heron stands on its nest.
hospital. A sick man is in a hospital bed.
hotdog: It's a hot dog and I drink.
hugs:A kid hugs a pet cat.
Hump. A camel has a hump.
hut: It's a hut in Africa.
ill: Mum is ill in bed.
In. A rabbit is in a hat.
ink: Black ink is dripping from a pen.
Insects. A frog is hunting insects.
jacket: A dog tugs at a jacket.
Jackpot. A man wins a jackpot.
Jackrabbit. A jackrabbit has long legs.
Jam. It's a jam and milk snack.



jet: It's a quick jet.
jogging. Bill is jogging fast.
jug. A jug has milk in it.
Junk. A lad is picking up junk.
Kennel. A dog sits in a kennel.
Kenya. It's a man from Kenya.
kilt: A Scotsman has on a kilt.
King. It's a king from Scotland.
kiss: Mum gives a kiss and a hug.
Lamp. A lamp is on a desk.
leg: A hand is on a long leg.
legs: An insect has six legs.
lemon: A man lifts up a big lemon.
Lipstick. Red lipstick is on pink lips.
log: It's a big log and a man.
Logging. It's a big logging truck and logs.
Magnet. A magnet attracts metal.
Mascot. Ted is a dragon mascot.
Mask. A mask is on a man.
melon: It's a musk melon.
Mexico. Mexico is a big land.
milk: A cat is drinking milk.
Mixing. A man is mixing drinks.
Model. A model has a big handbag.
Mop up. A pink pig will mop up.
mop: It's a bucket and a mop.
mud: A pig is stuck in mud.
Mug. A dog is drinking from a mug.
nap: A man is having a nap.
Napkin. A red napkin is on a man.
Neck. It's a long neck.
Nest. It's a nest and six eggs.
Net. A man casts a net.
Nickel. It's an American nickel.
nuts: A squirrel is collecting nuts.
Obelisk. It's an obelisk in Africa.
Octagon. It's a man and a big octagon.
octopus: An octopus is swimming.
Off. A lamp is off.
On. A lamp is on.
ox: It's a big musk ox.



Pack. A lad is packing his bag.
panda: A panda is sitting on a rock.
Pasta. A lad is snacking on pasta.
Pelican. A pelican is hunting a frog.
pen: A pan is on a desk.
Pet. A lass has a pet dog.
Picnic. Kids are having a picnic.
Planet. It's a fantastic planet.
Plug in. A lad plugs in a pumpkin.
pot: An egg jumps from a big pot.
presents: A bag has gifts from Santa.
Puffin. A puffin is on a rock.
Pumpkin. It's a sad pumpkin.
puppet: A puppet is on strings.
Quicksand. A man sinks in quicksand.
quilt: It's a doll; a rag doll.
Quit. A man quits golf.
rabbit: A rabbit is jumping.
Racket. A man has a big tennis racket.
Rafting. Men rafting in rapids.
Rat. A big rat is running fast.
Read! L1 P2: key words and sentences
red: It's a big red crab.
ring: A man is in a swimming ring.
Rocket. A rocket is lifting off.
Salad. It's a ham and egg salad.
sandbox: It's a bucket in a sandbox.
Sandman. A sandman is dropping sand.
Sandpit. Sam is jumping in a sandpit.
singing: A man is singing a song.
six: A red six is on a block.
Skeleton. A skeleton is sitting.
Skunk. A skunk smells bad.
sock: A sock smells bad.
Springbok. A springbok is in Africa.
stamp: A camel is on a stamp.
Strongbox. A strongbox has a lock.
Stuck. A truck is stuck in mud.
Sunset. A sunset in Scotland.
T-rex. It's a T-rex skeleton.
Tank. A man is filling a tank.



tent: A man is in a tent.
top: It's a spinning top.
Tub. A dog is sitting in a hot tub.
umbrella: It's a spring umbrella.
unpacks: A kid unpacks his bag.
van: A big man is in a van.
vet: A vet is helping a sick dog.
Victim. A man attacks his victim.
Visit. He is visiting a sick man.
Vodka. It's a vodka drink in a glass.
Wet. A pig is dripping wet.
wig: A wig is on a man.
Windmill. It's a windmill in Holland.
Wombat. It's not a rat, it's a wombat.
yak: It's a black yak from Tibet.
zebra: A fast zebra runs in Africa.
zip: A kid is zipping up a jacket.

Spell! L1 P1: vocabulary list
abbot
addict
ant
attic
ax
back
bad
bag
bat
bed
bedbug
big
black
block
bobcat
box
bud
bus
cab
cadet
cap
cat



cub
cup
cut
desk
dig
dog
doll
drink
duck
egg
elf
elk
fan
flag
fox
frog
get
gibbon
glass
gum
hand
hat
hill
hop
hot
jam
jet
jog
jump
kids
leg
man
map
milk
neck
nut
octagon
octopus
off
ox
panda



pen
pig
pin
pot
quilt
quiz
raft
rat
red
ring
rock
sit
six
skunk
sock
strong
sun
ten
tent
tub
tug
van
vest
vet
yam
zip

Spell! L1 P2: vocabulary list
abacus
actress
Africa
album
animals
anthill
asparagus
atom
attack
attendant
backpack
basket
Brazil



bucket
bus stop
cabinet
cactus
camel
carrot
clinic
cricket
daffodil
dentist
dragon
dump truck
dustpan
egg cup
eggplant
experiment
festival
florist
forest
fossil
gas pump
glasses
gorilla
hammock
handbag
handcuffs
helmet
heron
hippopotamus
hospital
hotdog
hundred
impact
inject
insect
jacket
jackpot
Japan
Kenya
kitten
lemon



lift
maggots
magnet
melon
musk ox
napkin
nickel
novel
pasta
pelican
present
pumpkin
quicksand
quintet
rabbit
racket
ragdoll
robin
salad
seven
slam dunk
stocking
sunset
tablets
tennis
ticket
travel
trumpet
tunnel
umbrella
upset
wagon
windmill
wombat
zebra
zigzag

Do! L1 Packs 1 and 2 action phrases or imperatives
act in a film
add 2 and 2
address a packet



arrest a bad man
ask a man
assist a man
attack a dragon
attend class
bag a gift
bang a drum
bask on sand
beg
bend back
bin a can
blast off a rocket
blend a drink
bless a man
Block an attack
box a man
brand an ox
bring a drink
bump hips
camp in a forest
cast a net
clap hands
cling from a cliff
clip off a twig
collect stamps
command a dog
conduct a band
connect a plug
construct a hut
correct bad spelling
crack a nut
cross at a crossing
cut grass
detect metal
dig a pit
drag a log
dress an infant
drill in rock
drink from a big glass
drink milk
drop a laptop



drum on a log
dump sand from a truck
dust a cabinet
eject from a jet
end a boxing contest
extend a hand
fasten buttons
fill a gas tank
film an actress
fit glasses
fix a clock
flap wings
floss well
frisk a suspect
gag a man
get a pen
get in a hot tub
get off a jet
get on a bus
get up from bed
grab hands
grin
grip a golf club
hand in a test
handcuff a bad man
hang from a plant
help a man up
hit a rock
hop along
hug a cat
hum
hunt a rabbit
inject a kid
inspect a big bug
jack up a truck
jog up a hill
jump from a jet
jump off a cliff
jump on a bed
kick a can
kill an insect



kiss a frog
land a jet
land in sand
level 2 bricks
lick a stamp
lift up a rock
lock a bag
mend a net
milk a camel
misspell dog
mix drinks
mop up dog prints
pack a bag
pass a baton
pat a cat
pet a dog
pick up a box
plan a wedding
plant a plant
plug in a lamp
pop gum
press a button
pump up a raft
quit golf
rap a song
rest in a hammock
ring a bell
rip a test
risk a jump
rob a bank
rub hands
run fast
run up steps
sell a lemon drink
send a fax
set off on a trip
scrub a back
sing a song
sink in quicksand
sip a drink
sit on a hippopotamus



skip along
slam dunk in a net
slap hands
slip from a cliff
smell a sock
snap a bat
snip a dog
spill milk
spin a top
spit in a tin
split a log
stamp on an insect
stand on a bag
stick in a pin
stop a truck
suck milk
swim in a pond
swing on a swing
tag a kid
tan on sand
tap a stick
tip a hat
toss a salad
track an animal
trap a big rat
travel in Alaska
trek in hills
trip on a rock
tug a jacket
twist
unblock a sink
unlock a strong box
unpack a bag
visit a sick man
wet a man
win a jackpot
wink at a man
yank a plant
yell help
zip up a jacket


